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Lateral Movement: Beyond Initial Exploitation 
 
The paper focuses on an attackers lateral movement, which occurs after the initial exploitation. The 
Identify Theft Resource Center has identified 641 breaches exposing more than 175 million records 
year-to-date in 2015, with breaches happened due to lateral movement by an attacker after initial 
exploitation. 

Understanding Lateral Movement
Once the initial host is compromised, the attacker tries to maintain persistence and move laterally 
within the network. The attacker’s objective is to become an insider by using off-the-shelf tools, used 
for daily IT operations, in order to evade detection. Most of the security products do not alert on 
commonly used IT tools and the attacker can evade detection by using the same set of tools.

Once the attacker succeeds in initial compromise, it becomes critical to understand the intent of 
the attacker and what their goals are. Understanding what tools the attacker uses to move from one 
machine to another to achieve their goal and whether the initial compromise enables an attacker to 
reach their target in a single or multiple steps.

The key methods used by attackers for internal lateral movement are:

 1. Internal Reconnaissance    3. Maintain persistence 
 2. Credential Harvesting    4. Escalate privileges 

Attacker repeats actions to maintain persistence in as many end points possible to achieve their goal. 

Lateral Movement Methods Use With Recent Malware
Angular Exploit Kit
Angular Exploit kit is a malware that downloads reconnaissance trojan TROJ_RECOLOAD.A after initial 
exploitation. The reconnaissance trojan checks the infected system and drops the malware payload 
depending on certain conditions (Ex: Presence of certain URL’s in URL cache, Presence of certain 
registry entries etc.). 

Technique
In this scenario, the attacker is using common tools for 
internal reconnaissance. 

The trojan uses various tools present in OS and used by 
administrators like: 
“net view”—to list all the computers in the network

“net view /domain: domain-name”—to lists all the      
computers in the domain

The trojan checks output of “net view” which gives the list of 
computers in the network and checks for names like “POS”, 
“STORE”, “SHOP”, “SALE” before downloading the next 
stage of malware.

http://www.idtheftcenter.org/images/breach/ITRCBreachStatsReportSummary2015.pdf
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Havex Malware
In this attack vector, attackers used 
watering hole methods to exploit 
vulnerabilities in ICS (Industrial Control 
System’s) manufacturer’s download 
servers and infected software updates 
with malware. Customers who installed 
legitimate software from these sites also 
downloaded malware into their systems. 
Researchers have discovered 88 variants 
of Havex trojan’s that harvest data from 
infected networks.

Technique
One of the Havex RAT trojans focuses on 
discovering and infecting ICS/SCADA 
systems. The trojan scans and collects 
information about OPC Servers. OPC 
Servers are application servers that 
are connected to PLC controllers and 
interface with various SCADA devices  
(Ex: Sensors, Water pumps, Gas tanks, 
Fans etc.) to gather data.

Additionally, some enterprises turn off 
network neighborhood discovery. In 
which case, attackers use tools like nmap 
to fingerprint the network.

The Havex trojan scans the network 
laterally to find OPC Servers.  Once the 
OPC Servers are identified it uses the 
CLSID’s to determine the capabilities of 
OPC Server before infecting them.

Trojan checking for CLSIDs to determine the capabilities of 
OPC Server

Hardware PLC OPC Server OPC Client
Software

HavexTrojan: Scanning the network for OPC Servers
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Web Shell Exploits
Web Shell is executable code that attackers place on servers after exploiting vulnerabilities in the 
server application. The Web Shell is a form of RAT (Remote Access Trojan) that provides attackers 
remote access and persistence. The attackers can upload scripts/tools to the web server and do 
reconnaissance and credential escalation using Web Shell trojan. 
For example, attackers can exploit CVE-2013-4810, CVE-2014-6271 and upload Web Shell’s abusing 
vulnerabilities in JBOSS Application Server and Shellshock bash vulnerability. 

Hurricane Panda is another example of 
server exploitation and uploading Web 
Shells for remote access. 

Technique
Once the attacker gains remote access 
he can conduct reconnaissance and 
move laterally within the data center. 
Below picture shows attack overview 
using web server exploitation and 
subsequent lateral movement.

Credential Harvesting
Once the attacker fingerprints the network he tries to steal credentials to get access to servers 
and domain controllers. The goal of the attacker is to go deep into the network and get domain 
administration access and steal NTDS.dtd file. The attacker can escalate privileges and gain access 
to other corporate servers Ex: Mail server, database server etc.

Technique
Some of the popular methods used by 
attackers to discover servers and gain 
access

• Pass the hash—Steal NTML hashes
• Pass the token—Steal Kerberos tokens
• Brute force attacks
• Steal passwords from IE, Chrome, 

Outlook, etc.
• FTP login credential
• SSH login credentials

Target System

Backdoor deletes
event logs

Compromised System

- Steal Credentials 
- Query Remote Services 
- Copy and Launch Backdoor using WMI Psexec, SC, Netsvc, etc.

IIS Server

External Website
Exchange

Server

Domain
Controler
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Preventive Solutions
Security solutions such as IPS, Sandbox, and anti-virus are good at blocking or preventing the 
malware from infecting the host machine. Once the machine is compromised, prevention solutions 
cannot reliably detect a network intrusion. 

As seen in the cases above, attackers commonly use off the shelf tools to do internal reconnaissance, 
to move from machine to machine, scan the network to determine the capabilities of remote hosts, 
and to exploit Web servers and inject Web Shells to move laterally across East-West traffic. 

The attacker can listen for broadcast traffic in promiscuous mode to identify hosts for lateral 
movement. This method leaves creates challenges for detecting anomalies in the network traffic. The 
attacker might also use stolen credentials to move laterally, install a backdoor, and delete event logs 
making detection with log analysis unreliable. Additionally, as an attack gets deeper into the network 
and operates with escalated privileges, it will become harder and harder for prevention systems to 
detect.

Adding Dynamic Deception Technology for Defense in Depth
Deception is not a new concept for detecting cyber attacks. Users have been using deception 
technology in the form of honeypots since DTK, the first open source honeypot, which was introduced 
in 1997. Honeypots are stand-alone decoy server’s that emulate various services and use deception 
to attract attackers. In the above example the Havex trojan uses Distributed Component Object 
Model (DCOM) to connect to OPC Servers and then gather CLSID information. Advanced attackers 
can easily identify honeypots, move away from attacking them, and easily target production 
systems. Honeypots are hard to deploy across networks and since there is not a central UI, collecting 
and managing forensics is not an easy task.

Dynamic deception technologies should include support for deploying deception servers using 
real operating systems and applications and provide the ability to customize with the same golden 
image as production servers. A comprehensive deception platform will include endpoint, server, and 
application deceptions and will provide deception across internal networks, private and public data 
centers.  Collectively, the network will become a ubiquitous network of traps to lure attackers into the 
deception servers and away from the production systems. 
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In addition to detection, a dynamic deception platform will provide advance Indicators of Attack 
(IOA) in real-time as they happen. Attacker signatures and methods should also be exportable 
to IOC, PCAP, and STIX reports and ideally integrations with SIEM and prevention solutions can be 
automated for immediate identification, quarantining, and remediation of infected systems.

For simplified management, a deception platform will support central management of devices and 
an intelligence dashboard that will record alert activity and drill down information to enable the 
shutdown of current and prevention against future attacks.

About Attivo Networks
Attivo Networks® is the leader in dynamic deception technology, which in real-time detects intrusions 
inside the network, data center, and cloud before the data is breached. Not reliant on signatures, 
Attivo uses high-interaction deception techniques to lure BOTs/APTs to reveal themselves, provides 
actionable alerts and the forensics to shut down cyber-attacks.   
For more information visit www.attivonetworks.com
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